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¡Los mejores libros para niños en tu idioma!
**Picture book**

**My Town | Mi Pueblo** by Nicholas Solis
J SP E SOLIS
When two cousins from opposite sides of the border visit each other's towns they share and delight in their similarities and differences

**Luz Lucero: Niña Astronota** by Zaida Hernández
J SP E HERNANDEZ
Luz Lucero has won the contest of a lifetime: to break barriers and become the first kid in space. To prepare for her legendary mission, she will taste test delicious astronaut meals, practice her spacewalk, and learn new languages. Before you know it, we will witness this stargazing girl's first blastoff into space.

**Con Papá | With Papá** by Frederick Luis Aldama
J SP E Aldama
Celebrate fathers, children, and Latinx identity on a childhood journey of growth and discovery! From delivery from the serpent god's wings to Papá's safe arms to witnessing the magical tapestry of stars, explore the world through a child's eyes, hand in hand with Papá.

**Early reader and first chapter**

**Fight with the Freeze-Way Fowls**
J FC BOWLES

**Carlos & Carmen: The Big Splash**
ER MCDONALD

**Camila the Gaming Star**
ER SALAZAR

**Graphic novel**

**Tales of the Feathered Serpent**
JG BOWLES

**Lowriders to the Rescue**
JG CAMPER

**¡MANU!!**
JG FERNÁNDEZ

**Middle grade fiction**

**The Last Cuentista** by Donna Barba Higuera
J SF HIGUERA
Petra's world is ending and only a few hundred scientists and their children, including Petra and her family, are chosen to go to a new planet. Petra wakes to discover she is the only person who remembers Earth. Petra alone carries our stories, and with them, any hope for our future. Can she make the stories, and us, live again?

**The Do-Over** by Jennifer Torres
J TORRES
During the pandemic, sisters Raquel and Lucinda are forced to spend the lockdown at their father's house, where they are faced with his new girlfriend and daughter, setting in motion a chain of events that could tear them all apart.

**Falling Short** by Ernesto Cisneros
J CISNEROS
Two best friends, one athletically and one academically gifted, have more in common than they realize when their goals intersect, forcing them to find a way to support each other so they don't fall short.